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Friends are the family we chose for ourselves.A man on a mission to save his family. A friend

missing and presumed dead.Max Austin is no stranger to mortal danger and hard decisions.

But when the former KGB assassin is confronted by the choice to rescue a friend or save his

family, he’ll have to dig deep to keep those he cares about alive.Haunted by a mysterious

shadow that dogs him at every turn, he journeys through the treacherous Turkish desert, the

harsh confines of Washington, DC, and the dirty alleyways of Cyprus searching for clues from

his past. Along the way, he finds himself a step behind his adversaries who are intent on

eliminating Kate Shaw before she can reveal her secrets. This time, failure in Max's quest will

mean death for his friends and family alike.Will he find Kate Shaw, or will this be Max’s last

mission?The Hunt is the gripping fourth installment in Jack Arbor’s Ebook Tops bestselling

series, The Russian Assassin, staring his stoic hero Max Austin. With a barreling pace, lovable

characters, and unputdownable action, you’ll see why Arbor’s books sell like hotcakes and why

readers clamor for more.Buy The Hunt today to guarantee your ticket on a wild ride. As one

reviewer said, “If you like Mitch Rap or Scot Harvath, this series is for you."Note: Please read

the series in this order for maximum enjoyment:The Russian Assassin, published June 11,

2016The Pursuit, published November 5, 2016The Attack, published November 6, 2017The

Hunt, published April 29, 2019The Abyss (coming in late 2019)End Game (coming in early

2020)

“A revealing selection . . . For those of us who would never tolerate the crackle and confusion of

earphone eavesdropping, these transcripts provide another dose of the ugly (also sometimes

comic) shenanigans by which the Nixon team violated the Constitution and caused a president

preoccupied with power – his own and the nation’s – to suffer an ineluctable slide into

impotence.”—The New York Times Book Review “[Brinkley & Nichter] have done a great

service.”—Austin American-Statesman“Endlessly fascinating . . . Essential for students of

late-20th-century American history and the Nixon presidency.”—Kirkus, starred review--This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Book Description --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverEndlessly fascinating . . . Essential

for students of late-twentieth-century history and the American presidency. Kirkus Reviews[A]

monumental effort . . . Astonishing. Austin American-StatesmanBetween 1971 and 1973,

President Richard Nixon s voice-activated tape recorders captured 3,700 hours of

conversations. Douglas Brinkley and Luke Nichter s intrepid two-volume transcription and

annotation of the highlights of this essential archive provides an unprecedented and fascinating

window into the inner workings of a momentous presidency.The Nixon Tapes: 1973 tells the

concluding chapter of the story, the final year of taping, covering such events as the Vietnam

cease-fire, the Wounded Knee standoff, and, of course, the Watergate investigation. Once

again, there are revelations on every page. With Nixon s landslide 1972 reelection victory

receding into the background and the scandal that would scuttle the administration looming,

The Nixon Tapes: 1973 reveals the inside story of the tragedy that followed the triumph.A

priceless . . . historical document . . . Readers will enjoy the editors insightful introductions.

Publishers WeeklyDouglas Brinkley is a professor of history at Rice University, a presidential

historian, and a contributing editor at Vanity Fair. He is the author of several New York Times

bestsellers, including Rightful Heritage and The Great Deluge. He lives in Austin, Texas.Luke A.



Nichter is an associate professor of history at Texas A&M University, Central Texas. He is the

author of Richard Nixon and Europe: The Reshaping of the Postwar Atlantic World. He lives in

Harker Heights, Texas." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorDOUGLAS BRINKLEY is a professor of history at Rice University, CBS News Historian,

and contributing editor of Vanity Fair. He is the author of seven New York Times Notable Books

of the Year. His recent New York Times bestsellers include Cronkite, The Wilderness Warrior:

Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America, and The Reagan Diaries.LUKE NICHTER

is an associate professor of history at Texas A&M University–Central Texas. He is a noted

expert on the Nixon tapes as a result of his efforts to digitize the nearly 4,000 hours of

recordings he makes available online as a public service, and he is the author of an ongoing

petition before the District Court for the District of Columbia to open Watergate-related

government records still sealed in the National Archives. Nichter's work has been reported on

by the New York Times, the Washington Post, and the Associated Press.--This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.JANUARY'FEBRUARYBombing for peaceJanuary 1, 1973, 9:40 a.m.Richard Nixon

and Charles ColsonOval Office 'I saw him ageing right before my eyes," Charles Colson,

special counsel to the president, wrote of Richard Nixon as he appeared at the end of 1972.

The year had promised in November to end on a high note for the White House. Not only had

Nixon won reelection by a historic margin, but Henry Kissinger, national security advisor, had

managed to negotiate a preliminary accord in the Vietnam War peace talks in Paris. At the

time, Kissinger leaked news of the breakthrough to Max Frankel, senior editor at the New York

Times, much to Nixon's dismay. When the accord fell apart a month later, Nixon felt the added

pressure of public opinion to force the enemy to return to the talks, and he ordered massive

bombing of North Vietnam to begin on December 18. Critics feared that the war had begun all

over again, but when the North Vietnamese capitulated at the very end of the month, Nixon

had the satisfaction of ending the so-called December bombing. Still exhausted from the

pressure of the previous weeks, the president was in his office on New Year's morning,

discussing with Colson the imminent departure of one of his more potent aides, Alexander

Haig, soon to be named army vice chief of staff. NIXON: Well, all in all, the New Year starts

though'you know I was just thinking through the years'not that we wanted to go through the

agony of these last'I mean, it was not easy, the Christmas bombing, so forth and so on. But in a

way, perhaps it was a good thing. You know what I mean? To the benefit of

everything.COLSON: I think on this one, Mr. President, I watched the toll that it took on you,

and it was tough.NIXON: Oh, I am fine.COLSON: No, I can tell. I can tell looking at your face,

when the strain was as great as it was, but in the end, if Henry [Kissinger] works out the

settlement now, it will clearly be your settlement. And it was not headed that way. It was just as

well that we have had this little bit of slip. There has been a difference between the two. And, it

was too much'Henry was getting too much'public"NIXON: Yeah. There is another thing too that

is happening. That happens, looking at it from another standpoint. The end of the war is on any

basis now, that is halfway reasonable, our credibility in the world is enormously increased by

this.COLSON: Yes.NIXON: They can squeal all they want, but boy, I'll tell you, when they

squeal it just gives you a hell of a lot more respect among others.COLSON: That's

right.NIXON: So we've done that. We haven't backed into it. We haven't been political about it.

They realize they are dealing with a tough man, a strong man.COLSON: When they accept

that it goes a long way.NIXON: Here is this country, it allowed the Left, the McGovernites, to

force them instead of sort of sucking back, to get out on a limb again. And I think you can saw

it off.COLSON: I do, too.NIXON: [unclear] intend to saw it off.COLSON: I think there are some



more other advantages. One, if the South Vietnamese squawk they will have less credibility

now.NIXON: That's right.COLSON: Because everybody knows we did everything humanly

possible and really put the North Vietnamese to the wall. And secondly, I think you have taken

a hell of a toll on the North Vietnamese. [unclear] NBC, it was very interesting. I watched the

network news last night and it is obvious what they had intended to do to us this

weekend"NIXON: Mm-hmm.COLSON:'was just murder"NIXON: [unclear] on the bombing.

Sure.COLSON:'and they had seven or eight minutes of Hanoi prisoner film footage, taken by a

Japanese film company and distributed by the North Vietnamese'I mean propaganda

film.NIXON: Sure.COLSON: But Jesus'NIXON: And they ran it?COLSON: Just leveled Hanoi.

That was pretty devastating itself. They were showing civilian coffins.NIXON: [unclear]?

COLSON: No, sir.NIXON: You don't?COLSON: No, not now that it is over. I think"NIXON:

[unclear]?COLSON: I think they were just building up to it. I think the bastards were building up

a nice crescendo to the return of the Congress and they would have"NIXON:

[unclear]COLSON: No, no. I think there was a beautifully orchestrated buildup coming, that

New York Times piece yesterday, both NBC and CBS were playing it the same day.NIXON:

[unclear] maybe they were frustrated and upset by what happened. Don't you think so?

COLSON: I think you pulled the rug out from under them, totally. I think when they'I don't think

they expected it. [unclear] take them by surprise.NIXON: I think they expected a [bombing]

pause, but they didn't expect'Haig expected they would stop. They didn't expect the North

Vietnamese frankly to capitulate. A call from the chief justiceJanuary 2, 1973, 8:56 a.m.Richard

Nixon and Warren BurgerWhite House Telephone Warren Burger, Nixon's surprise choice as

chief justice of the Supreme Court in 1969, was in many ways a kindred spirit. Both men were

born to families that struggled to remain in the middle class, Burger in Minnesota and Nixon in

Southern California. Neither was the product of the Ivy League schooling that produced many

presidents of their era and nearly all Supreme Court justices. Prospering even without personal

popularity, both Nixon and Burger, conservative, highly ambitious Republicans, arrived in

Washington during the World War II era, As 1973 began, Burger was considering one of the

cases that would mark his court, Miller v. California, which simultaneously considered the

definition and legality of pornography. NIXON: Hello?BURGER: Good morning, Mr.

President.NIXON: Well, I understood you called yesterday on the New Year and I should have

called you.BURGER: Well, not at all. Did we'I just wanted to"NIXON: How are you feeling?

BURGER: Oh, just fine.NIXON: Yeah.BURGER: You certainly look fit.NIXON: Yeah, well, we

got the'my gosh, did you go to the game by chance?BURGER: No, no. I have been to

the"NIXON: I never go to those games. Because, I tell you why I don't is that whenever they are

sellouts'I went to one, Oklahoma and'I mean, Texas and Arkansas about three years ago'and

the problem was that it really causes such commotion because over a hundred people have to

go when I go. Sixty press and forty Secret Service, well, that just takes a hundred seats away

from people that just die"BURGER: That takes some of the fun out of it.NIXON:'and if you

could see it on television. I went up to Camp David and I just saw it up there. I was working up

there anyway.BURGER: With the instant replay it is much better.NIXON: It is the only way to

see a game. Of course there is something to the excitement of the hearing the

audience.BURGER: Well, I haven't gone to one for years. I spent yesterday just the way you

did. I was down here at nine o'clock and worked all day.NIXON: That's right.BURGER: I even

missed the game.NIXON: This is the time to'actually in these periods like this when people are

all gone, I am just'been in the office today and yesterday, and you can get a lot of the

paperwork done that you just put aside and say, 'I will do that when I get a few minutes.' You

know?BURGER: I wanted to start the year with a clean empty box.NIXON: I do it every time.



My box is just as clean as it can be.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.Read more
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The HuntA Max Austin Thriller - Book Four of The Russian Assassin SeriesBy Jack ArborTHE

HUNT(A MAX AUSTIN THRILLER - BOOK FOUR)This book is a work of fiction. The

characters, incidents, and dialogue are drawn from the author’s imagination and are not to be

construed as real. Any resemblance to actual events or persons, living or dead, is fictionalized

or coincidental.Copyright 2019 by Jack Arbor and Ajax Media Group, LLC. All rights reserved.

No part of this book may be used, reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, internet transmission, or by any

information storage or retrieval system, without the express written permission of the publisher,

except where permitted by law, or in the case of brief quotations in critical articles and

reviews.Requests to publish work from this book should be sent to: jack@jackarbor.comEdition

2.0Published byCover art by:Bio photo credit:For the firefighters that fought the Lake Christine

fire in Basalt, Colorado, in the summer of 2018, especially those who saved the El Jebel trailer

park and nearby neighborhoods on the night of July 4, 2018.We are eternally grateful.“History

is a set of lies agreed upon.”~Napoléon Bonaparte“Maybe you are searching among the

branches for what only appears in the roots.”~RumiContentsChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter

3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter

12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter

20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter

28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter

36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter

44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter 47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter 50Chapter 51Chapter

52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter 55Chapter 56EpilogueIf You Liked This Book …Read The

Next Book In The Series…Authors NoteAcknowledgmentsJoin My Mailing ListAbout the

AuthorAlso By Jack ArborOneAras Valley in Turkey Near the Armenian BorderA peregrine

falcon soared in lazy circles, her outstretched wings and tail forming a triangular silhouette

against a pink morning sky. The bird of prey flapped her wings once and arced against an air

current before pointing south and floating with the slipstream. A moment later she pumped her

muscular wings again and soared in a broad figure eight while sinking closer to the arid

ground.A breeze ruffled the pale green buds of a goosefoot plant as silence blanketed the

dusty steppes of the barren desert.The falcon arched her back and glided lower, her razor-

sharp eyes looking for movement on the ground below. Without warning, she dove with knife-

like talons outstretched. A cloud of dirt exploded from the ground, and the bird flapped her

massive wings once to propel herself back into the air while clutching a struggling long-eared

hedgehog in her claws.Five klicks to the south, Max Austin pulled his eye from the scope in

time to see the culmination of the falcon’s hunt. As the powerful bird rose into the eastern sky,

he grinned in admiration of the near-perfect display of Darwinian evolution. Since the dawn of

time, stronger hunters prevailed over weaker prey. A comforting thought.A disturbance on the

horizon caught his eye and he scanned the valley. A plume of dust rose in the air against a tan

and green background. The dust cloud’s grainy tail dissipated in the light breeze as it moved

along a barely visible double-track road. Max tapped the arm of the man lying next to him, who

gave him a thumbs-up.The source of the dust plume appeared in his scope. A caravan of three

tan-colored vehicles sped along the trail as their headlights cut a swath through the early

morning gloom and swirling dirt. He tracked the approaching convoy with the muzzle of a

Knight’s Armament SR-25 Mk 11 sniper rifle. The flat desert-tan hoods and reinforced cattle

guards of three Humvees bounced along the rutted track three klicks from their position. No



markings were visible along the vehicles’ flanks, but machine gun turrets jutted from behind

armored plating on the lead and trailing Humvees. Helmeted heads swayed to the rhythm of

the vehicles. Max’s intel indicated the vehicles were operated by a team of Russian soldiers.Ex-

Russian soldiers, actually. The worst kind. With nothing to lose and heads filled with visions of

plunder. Everyone in Russia was getting rich, why not them? Max checked his watch. Right on

time. Just like his intel indicated. The intel that was just too convenient, too easy.A gravelly

voice with a thick accent sounded through his comm device. “Three bogeys at one klick.”Max

grimaced. His old Iraqi friend had a penchant for mixing his military slang. Toggling his mic, he

whispered, “Sammi, bogeys are unidentified aircraft. Are you saying we have aircraft to deal

with?”Sammir Hassim, camouflaged in desert fatigues and armed with an M16 rifle he picked

up somewhere during Desert Storm, was positioned along a scrabble-covered ridge on the far

side of the valley to Max’s left. Sammi also had a set of Steiner M2080 binoculars attached to a

short tripod. The Iraqi clicked his comm device to indicate the negative.Max panned his rifle

left, following the road ahead of the speeding convoy. According to his intel, their destination

was a gathering of four massive tents erected along a steppe at his eleven o’clock position.

The green canvas-sided buildings had aluminum frames and galvanized supports, and were

the size of half a football field. They resembled the mess hall tents used by the Russian

military.As the edge of the tent colony appeared in his scope, a door flung open and two

soldiers in black ducked into the sunlight. Each man wore a standard-issue flak vest and a ball

cap devoid of insignia. Their uniforms were common to military contractors, and their actions

indicated they were well trained. Their skin was light, but otherwise their nationality was

indecipherable over the long distance.His spotter lay prone next to him on the dusty ground

among a stand of goosefoot and bramble. A thatch of indigenous flora was affixed to each of

their helmets, and they wore desert camouflage and tan flak vests. His rifle barrel stuck out

from the stand of goosefoot, but otherwise they were invisible.Thanks for the training, Dad. It

keeps coming in handy.The man next to him, the indomitable ex-CIA black-ops operative

named Spencer White, watched the scene through a Leica rangefinder balanced on a small

tripod. A filter was affixed to the Leica’s lens to eliminate reflections from the harsh desert

sun.The three men had been in position for hours. The only action interrupting the monotony

was the occasional bird soaring overhead and the banging of a tent door loose in the early

morning wind.“Eight six two meters to the middle Humvee,” Spencer whispered.Max slipped his

finger into the trigger guard. A little over half a mile. “Wind?”A hesitation from his spotter.

“Quarter to from the east at three miles per hour.”Quarter to meant the wind was coming

toward him at a forty-five degree angle to his rifle. Max studied the ballistics chart before

putting his eye back to the scope.Fish in a barrel.Two more soldiers in black uniforms emerged

from the tent and hastened to positions twenty meters on either side of the structure. Max

followed the approaching vehicles with his rifle until they ground to a halt a dozen meters from

the encampment in a flurry of dust.A calm settled over the camp. The pale morning light grew

stronger as the dust and dirt settled. Out of sight, a falcon chattered. Bramble waved in the

breeze.At last the canvas door to the tent swung open with a bang that echoed across the

dusty landscape. No one appeared.Despite the activity at the tent, Max kept the crosshatch of

his scope’s reticle centered on the middle vehicle’s rear door. Come on. One shot and we can

get outta here.Max spoke in a low murmur. “Tell me if anyone emerges from the tent.”His

spotter made a minute adjustment to his scope. “Nothing moving yet. So far, the intel is

holding.”“It’s too easy,” Max whispered. This is a trap. But I can’t ignore it, can I? Alex and

Arina’s lives are at stake. No other option.A month prior, an electronic dossier had come to

them through Max’s sometime lover and trusted hacker, Goshawk. She had received it from an



intermediary who gave no indication of the origin of the file. Although the dossier was detailed,

professional, and organized in a way that reminded Max of his old days at the KGB, the true

source of the information proved untraceable, even for the resourceful Goshawk.A gritty creak

rang out over the desert as the middle Humvee’s door opened on metal hinges caked with

dust. Before anyone emerged from the vehicle, a flurry of activity stirred clouds of dirt as men

exited the vehicles in unison and fanned out in a defensive position. Max counted eight gray-

clad men, each with rifles, sidearms, and ball caps.Everyone has their own private army these

days.A glossy black boot appeared from the middle Humvee, followed by a compact man with

a head in the shape of an anvil. He wore Russian military fatigues in desert camouflage and a

black-and-white checkered keffiyeh around his neck. A pair of wraparound sunglasses adorned

an otherwise bare head. His hand drifted to the leather flap of a hip holster as he surveyed the

valley around him.Max placed the crosshairs directly on the man’s forehead before shifting a

fraction to the left to compensate for the wind.Sammi’s voice hissed in his ear. “Action at the

tent.”Max kept the rifle frozen on the Russian’s oversized head.Sammi continued. “Two more.

Makes six soldiers outside, plus one guy in a funny suit with one of those hats like Indiana

Jones wore in that movie. Take a look.”His curiosity piqued, Max let his finger off the trigger and

shifted the rifle to his left. The mystery dossier indicated the meeting was a weapons

transaction. The seller was a former Russian major named Spartak Polzin, who was peddling

five crates of new AN-94 Nikonov assault rifles and assorted spare magazines and

ammunition. Spartak was Max’s target, but the file was silent on the buyer’s identity and the

intended use of the weapons.His scope found a man wearing a tailored linen suit and a fedora

standing just outside the tent doors, feet planted, arms crossed.Max did a double take. It’s not

possible.This was the last person he expected to see in the Eastern Turkish desert buying

weapons from a man he intended to kill. The buyer, the man in the panama hat, was Victor

Dedov, former head of the Belarusian KGB and his father’s old boss.Victor Dedov. His pulse

quickened.Diminutive in stature but commanding in presence, Victor only cared about what’s

best for Victor. Since the devastating bomb that killed Max’s parents and his sister’s husband,

Max and Victor had developed a stormy relationship. Max believed Victor had concealed the

real culprits of the bombing, had tried to swindle Max out of ten million dollars, and revealed a

love affair with Max’s sister, Arina. Now Arina and her son, Alex, lived under Victor’s roof in a

heavily guarded castle in Switzerland. But what was Victor doing here, in the Turkish desert,

meeting a member of the consortium to buy weapons?Dedov stood with feet planted, the

pleats on his linen suit rustling in the wind. Sun glinted off a metal case sitting on the ground

near his leg. No one moved.Max swung the scope to find the broad head of the Russian, who

started toward the tent flanked by two bodyguards. Max’s finger curled around the trigger as he

waited for his target to halt. The two short men cut a stark contrast against the military

contractors guarding them. Dedov, trim and neat. Spartak, broad and muscular. The scope’s

detail was fine enough for Max to see the pores on his target’s nose.Sammi’s voice hissed in

his ear. “Four men at the back of the lead vehicle. Unloading crates.”A Russian military officer

selling surplus weapons on the black market was nothing new. Vast inventories of weapons

had gone unaccounted for in the aftermath of the breakup of the Soviet Union. Russian-made

rifles, handguns, grenades, and other small arms had made their way into conflict zones

across the globe while their purveyors—current and former Russian military leaders—spent

the profits on exotic sports cars and chalets in the south of France.What made this transaction

different was that Spartak Polzin, a former major in the Russian army and special operations

commander in the Russian Spetsnaz, was also known as number five in the consortium, the

shadowy group that had placed a bounty on Max’s head.“Can you confirm the target’s



identity?” Max whispered.A lizard darted along the hard dirt while Spencer accessed a file

photo on his phone. “Spartak Polzin. Confirmed.”Max’s plan to save the lives of his sister and

nephew was simple: He would get to the consortium members before they got to them. The

more consortium members he killed, the more turmoil and fear festered in the group. To date,

he had killed one of the twelve. Spartak was about to be the second.His finger tensed on the

trigger as the Russian extended a meaty hand to his customer. Max centered the crosshairs on

Spartak’s head just behind his ear and moved the muzzle a fraction to the left. As he applied

pressure to the trigger, wind kicked up a cloud of sand that dispersed into the air. Max eased

up on the trigger.Victor Dedov grasped Spartak’s hand, and both men laughed as the major

said something and gestured at the four men unloading the crates. The buyer nudged the

metal case with his foot, and Spartak pointed at one of his men. As the dust settled from the

men’s activities, Max waited a beat for his heart to slow.A shout sounded from somewhere

among the tents. Soldiers scattered, raising another plume of dust and obscuring Max’s vision.

His finger froze with pressure on the trigger. Dedov dove into the tent while Spartak vanished

around the fender of a Humvee.Damn it. What just happened?A tiny crack, like a twig snapping

underfoot, sounded from behind their position. Max shifted his hand from the rifle’s stock to the

pistol at his waist.He eased the pistol from its holster while straining to hear any more sounds.

Was it just an animal? Risk a turn of the head and violate his cover? Nope. Trust the

camouflage.Through the lens, Spartak’s gray-clad men formed a defensive position behind the

vehicles while Dedov and his black-uniformed crew disappeared. The long morning shadows

faded as a hot sun rose in the east. A crushing silence descended.A pop, like a pebble

dropping on a larger rock, jolted him. Max instinctively rolled to his right, away from Spencer’s

position, while bringing the pistol around.He froze as two rifle muzzles stared him in the face

and the hulking figures of four gray-uniformed soldiers blocked the sunlight.TwoAras Valley in

Turkey Near the Armenian BorderThe fist slammed into his cheek with the force of a cast-iron

pan. A sharp crack filled the tent and Max fell sideways, only to be jerked back to his knees by

two Russians. Sparks sprang across his vision and blood spattered as another blow hammered

his nose. A punch landed on his temple and he sagged against the grip of his captors, unable

to keep himself up.A slap to his cheek cleared his senses as a voice rang in his ears. “Come

on. Stay with me.”Blood and mucus dripped from his face onto his bare stomach, and his

muscles bulged and strained as he struggled against the strong hands holding him. Despite the

cold air in the tent, his skin was covered by a sheen of sweat.Come on, is this the best you’ve

got?The bull-chested figure of Spartak Polzin stood in front of him, stripped to a white tank top

and fatigue pants. Sweat flew from his brow and dripped onto his polished combat boots as he

put all his effort into rearranging Max’s face.Max shook his head, sending beads of sweat

flying. “You look angry.”Spartak wiped his knuckles on a towel and put his face close enough so

his spittle pelted Max’s face. “Do you know how much money you just—”With a jerk of his

forehead, Max connected with the bridge of the major’s nose, spraying blood across the room.

Spartak staggered back while flailing his arms. Max lunged, but four strong hands held him

down. A sharp kick to the back of his knee made him crumple to the dirt. A gleaming boot

whistled at his face. He shifted so the boot glanced off his bare shoulder, and pain radiated up

his arm and down his spine. He was jerked to his knees.The Russian major planted his feet in

a boxer stance and struck Max’s face and torso with well-timed jabs, each one feeling like a

piston. After the sixth strike caught his jaw, the daylight blinked off, and Max hit the ground

hard, out cold.The daylight blinked back on as a blast of cold water shocked his system. A

spasm throbbed in his neck, and his chest burned near his rib cage. Swollen cheeks prevented

his jaw from functioning. Something like rough sandpaper grated against his cheek. A rust-



colored mixture of dirt and blood pooled near his face. He struggled to rise, but his body was

rooted to the ground.Boots crunched in the grit, and a hulking figure knelt near his face,

blotting out the light. Through the smell of blood, Max caught the fetid odor of old socks. It

reminded him of the locker room at the KGB academy. He forced his jaw to work. “Good

morning, sunshine. Still mad?”The major’s voice was gravelly. “One of my men reminded me to

be grateful. It’s not every day that a man with a bounty on his head lands in your lap.” When

Spartak stood, Max braced for a kick. Instead, the major walked away, his hand resting on his

pistol holster. “Get him up so we can have a talk.”As Max was yanked to his feet, an abrupt kick

to his hamstring sent him staggering to his knees. His head swam as the sand rushed at his

face. Before his chest hit the deck, he was jerked upright and shoved into a chair where he was

held by the soldiers.He studied the interior of the tent through eyes hazy from pain and blood.

A weak yellow light from an electric lantern faded into shadows at the edges of the room. A

long wooden table sat beside one canvas wall, and six chairs were scattered and tipped as if

their occupants had made a hasty exit. The crumpled form of a lanky man lay on his stomach

in the shadows opposite the table. He wore fatigues that looked like Spencer’s, but Max’s blurry

eyes prevented him from telling whether the man was breathing.Spartak stalked into the light,

his nose covered with a butterfly bandage, the skin around his eyes turning red and puffy. He

grabbed Max by the chin to yank his head around. “He’s alive, if that’s what you’re wondering.

But not for long.”Max worked his jaw to form words, but his mouth was full of marbles.

“Surprised to…see us? Since you’re going to kill us... Tell me…how you found us.”Someone

snapped something under Max’s nose and his surroundings turned to technicolor before his

vision cleared.Two soldiers stood at attention along the wall, each clutching 9mm pistols in

their hands. Those two plus the two men holding him in the chair in addition to Spartak made

five.Max rolled his neck to loosen the muscles. “Your face is lookin’ good.”Spartak planted his

feet a meter from Max’s chair. He had donned his fatigue shirt, but the Arab scarf lay on the

table. “It’ll heal. You, however, will not.”Max groaned. “Good one.”The major produced a

gleaming chrome-plated pistol from his leather holster, racked the slide and slid out the

magazine, examined the visible brass bullet, and shoved the magazine back into the

handle.Max spat a wad of phlegm and blood into the sand at Spartak’s feet. “Whatever you’re

going to do, you better hurry. There’s a German BND tactical squad about a klick away. You

don’t want to be here when they get here.”The Russian major stole a look at the door of the

tent. Max strained against the men holding his arms. “Aren’t you wondering how we knew you’d

be here?”Spartak stepped in front of Max and swung his arm. The butt of his gun crashed into

Max’s cheekbone and sent stars cascading through his vision.How am I still awake? Must be

the ammonia still in my nervous system.The major took a step back. “That’s exactly what I want

to know. You’re dead either way, Asimov. You can suffer for weeks as we dismantle you piece

by piece or you can tell me what I want to know and end it. You know how—”Max spat another

wad of blood and snot, hitting the major’s boot. “Yeah, yeah. I don’t know where—”Spartak

thrust his fist into Max’s abdomen, using his weight to maximize the power of the blow.Max

doubled over and retched, tasting bile as he gulped for oxygen. When he looked up, gasping, a

pistol muzzle was jammed in his face, Spartak’s finger firm on the trigger.A deep breath.

“Okay…okay. You win.” Max sucked in more air. “It was one…of your consortium partners.” Was

that a flicker of panic in Spartak’s eyes? “Come on, everyone knows you guys…are fighting

among yourselves. Who’s against you?”Spartak’s brow furrowed.“Think…hard,” Max said. The

silence confirmed it. But who on the consortium sent the dossier? Who wanted to interrupt

Spartak’s gun deal? He forced his swollen face into a weak smile.The major waved his gun at

the tent’s entrance and yelled at his men. “Get out. All of you.” When the soldiers hesitated,



Spartak bellowed at them, spittle flying from his mouth. “Get out!” Two men glanced back as

the group filed out of the tent.When they were alone, Spartak held the gun in a meaty hand

and pointed the muzzle at Max’s face. “Talk.”Fueled by the ammonia, Max ran through the list

of consortium members he had long ago memorized. The leader was Nikita Ivanov, a name so

common Max assumed it was a pseudonym. The second, third, fifth, sixth, and seventh names

on the list were Russian—heads of petroleum conglomerates and senior intelligence officials in

the Russian government. The fourth and tenth names were Chinese, while the rest were from

former Soviet states like Ukraine and Latvia. Max gambled. “It was the Chinese.”This time, the

strike was lightning fast but lacked power. Spartak’s left fist bounced off Max’s chin, causing

pain but no real damage.Spartak laughed, and the gun wavered. “Bullshit. Now I know you’re

lying. What I don’t know is—”As the major regained his balance from the punch, Max coiled all

his energy into his legs and launched himself. His shoulder plowed into Spartak’s ironlike

abdomen while his right arm grabbed for the gun hand. When the two men plowed into the

sand, Max dug for purchase, trying to gain leverage and control of the gun.“V rot mne nogi!”

Spartak bellowed.As the major brought the gun around, Max found purchase on his wrist and

clamped on. With the smaller man gasping for breath underneath him, Max banged the gun

hand on the sand repeatedly to dislodge the weapon.Spartak held tight, caught his breath, and

heaved upwards.Max held on and locked his legs around the major.“Guards!” Spittle flew from

Spartak’s lips.Running feet and shouts came from outside the tent. Max drove his left elbow

into the major’s nose, and Spartak screamed. Max banged Spartak’s gun hand into the sand

with a final heave, causing the weapon to come loose.Sand flew in a panicked scramble as

both men dove for the pistol. Max closed his hand around the bare steel of the grip, spun on a

knee, and pulled the trigger.The gun fired just as the butt of a rifle struck his jaw. Bright light

exploded, and he crumpled to the sand.ThreeAras Valley in Turkey Near the Armenian

BorderAm I underwater?The voices were muddled, the words barely discernible. He strained to

hear.“Load up, we need to leave.”Blackness surrounded him. Grit ground into his cheek, and

his limbs were dead weight. Max strained to move a finger, but the effort yielded nothing. A dull

ache radiated through his head, and his ears rang. Don’t puke. Keep it down. A few words

came through.“What do we do with these two?”“Bring the Russian. Shoot the other one. He’s

dead weight.”Panic forced his eyes open. Pain pulsed in his head, and he bit his tongue to keep

from crying out. The blurred movement of men made him dizzy.I’m Belarusian, damn it.Rough

hands dragged him through the sand, and more pain crushed his abdomen as his torso was

wrenched around.At any minute, he’d hear the sharp report from the pistol that meant the end

of Spencer White’s life. Visions from his recent operations with the former CIA man spun in his

mind. Spencer limping through the dark warehouse until Max grabbed him by the shoulders

and threw him into the van. Spencer, wielding an assault rifle, appearing in the basement of the

safe house in Poland to free Max from the clutches of Nathan Abrams. Spencer on the porch of

his Colorado ranch nursing a bourbon.As Max was dragged through the tent door by two men,

the morning air was filled with gunfire.Crack.Heavy caliber. Men shouting. Another

shot.Crack.Max pitched face-first to the sand, free from the strong hands. He rolled, sending

pain coursing through his rib cage.More gunfire, lighter caliber. The distinctive sound of the

M16.About time, Sammi.Two gray-uniformed men standing next to the lead Humvee went

down. Max dug his toes into the sand and propelled himself at the vehicle, adrenaline spiking.

Remind me to give you a hug, Sammi. He snatched up a rifle dropped by a fallen soldier and

pushed his back into the cold steel of the Humvee.He checked the rifle’s safety, found it off, and

whirled to face the tent with the rifle held against his cheek. Two more soldiers lay on the

ground, blood seeping into their gray uniforms. He took a step toward the tent but froze as



more gunfire filled the air.Pop, pop, pop.The tent doors flew open and a hail of gunfire poured

from the interior. Bullets sang past Max’s face and plinked into the hood and radiator of the

lead Humvee.Max hit the dirt, ignoring the pain in his rib cage. He rolled to his right as the sand

where he was standing was chewed by bullets. Another burst of gunfire followed him as he

jumped to his feet and scrambled behind the lead Humvee. Flinging the barrel of his rifle over

the vehicle’s hood, Max aimed at the tent’s door and waited. An eerie quiet settled over the

desert as Max kept his finger firm on the trigger.Spencer is still in the tent.As he counted the

seconds, he scanned the camp. Made from thick canvas, the tents looked permanent, each

with walls, a frame, and poles resting in their own foundations. They were as large as a

medium-sized house. There was no evidence of Victor Dedov or his black-uniformed men.I

need to get into that tent before they kill Spencer.A lanky form in dusty combat boots and a full

beard materialized and positioned himself next to him, bracing the barrel of a scratched and

dented M16 on the Humvee’s hood. Sammir Hassim, Iraqi and former leader of the resistance

against Saddam’s Sunni-led government, wore a knit kufi skull cap covering wild hair and a

dirty red thawb over ripped fatigues, giving him the look of an extremist.Max knew better. A

devout Muslim with a large brood of children and a devoted wife, Sammi hated the taint the

extremists put on his beloved faith. Since Desert Storm and Saddam Hussein’s demise at the

hands of the Americans, Sammi now sold his services to those fighting ISIS, al-Qaeda, and

other militants, and led dozens of missions with Soviet special operations groups, lending local

support and translation services and helping with local connections. Osama bin Laden had

placed a fatw�� death sentence on Sammi’s head in 1997 for the operative’s activities in aiding

and abetting foreign governments.Max’s voice was low. “Took you long enough.”A guffaw. “I

headed for home. Figured you were handling it. What of Agha White?”Max yanked the

Humvee’s door open. “Unknown. Last I saw, he was lying against the right wall of the tent,

alive. Who knows now.”Sammi nodded at the military vehicle. “I read your mind, sadiqi.”While

Sammi followed, Max flung his rifle into the vehicle, climbed over the passenger seat, and

plopped into the cracked vinyl driver’s seat. He cranked the starter and the V8 turbo-diesel

rumbled to life. Sammi jumped into the gunner’s cockpit, grabbed the big machine gun, and

swung the barrel to the front.Max ground the transmission into gear. “That .50 caliber is too big

for where we’re going. Don’t kill the major. I need him alive.”Sammi slammed the lid down on

the big gun’s ammunition port and grabbed the two handles. “Shock and awe, sadiqi. Shock

and awe. Hit it.”Max punched the accelerator while spinning the wheel to the left. The three-ton

armored truck bounced over the dead Russians, and the Humvee’s cattle guard plowed into

the side of the massive tent. The entire structure swayed before the canvas ripped and the

vehicle roared into the tent’s interior. Chairs crunched under his wheels as he scanned the

interior for the enemy.There. To the left.The tent’s interior was filled with the deafening sound

of .50 caliber machine gun fire and the lighter pop from the Russian’s AK-74––a newer version

of the venerable AK-47. A stinging scent of gunpowder filled Max’s nostrils, and brass casings

rained down on his head. Smaller bullets plinked off the Humvee’s armored plating and he

stomped the brake.As he wrenched open the door and dove out, pulling the rifle with him, a

Russian soldier’s head exploded into a pink and gray vapor from the .50 caliber. Max crouch-

walked around the back of the Humvee, keeping the big truck between him and the enemy,

holding the AK against his cheek while looking for a target. A lumpy form lay in the shadows to

his right. Spencer!The .50 caliber went quiet, and Sammi cussed in Arabic as rifle fire cracked.

Shots plinked off metal while the Iraqi slid into the driver’s seat of the Humvee. Notorious for

jamming when poorly maintained, the .50 caliber had either run out of bullets or a casing was

stuck in the breach.Max poked the rifle muzzle around the rear end of the vehicle and



squeezed off three rounds to cover his reconnaissance of the tight room. Smoke hung in the

air. The Russians had flipped over a heavy table in an attempt at cover, and a large chunk of

wood was chewed away by the .50 caliber rounds.Two left. Spartak and a guard.He remained

hidden behind the rear bumper as the Humvee lurched forward with Sammi behind the wheel.A

soldier darted to Max’s right, firing as he ran, the bullets passing to Max’s right. There was no

sign of Spartak as Max nosed his gun from behind the truck and put three rounds into the

soldier’s torso. The Russian staggered, dropped his rifle, and fell.The Humvee plowed into the

table, splintering the wood beneath its heavy tires before its momentum carried it through the

canvas side of the tent. As the vehicle ground to a halt halfway through the tent wall, Max

whirled, rifle up, and scanned the tent’s interior.Nothing moved. The tent was empty.Spartak

had disappeared.FourAras Valley in Turkey Near the Armenian BorderMax banged his hand on

the rear of the Humvee. “Go.”The vehicle heaved over the table’s remains and caught on the

canvas wall before it freed itself and lurched through a jagged hole in the tent’s side.Rifle at the

ready, Max approached the debris and kicked pieces of the table away, finding only sand and

shards of wood. Sunlight blinded him as he stepped through the ripped canvas. When his eyes

cleared, he scanned the immediate area for activity while ignoring the throbbing in his rib

cage.Sammi appeared from the driver’s side of the Humvee holding the M16 and shaking his

head. “Nothing. The khanzir disappeared.”Max marched away from the tent and gazed at the

horizon. Nothing moved out in the scrub. “He must have used the running soldier as a

distraction and cut his way through the canvas.”The Iraqi threw up his arms. “But where did he

go?”A diesel engine roared to life on the far side of the tent, followed by a turbo whine and the

sound of wheels crunching on rock.Max wrenched the Humvee’s door open and crawled

inside. “Motherfucker. Get in, Sammi.”Sammi dove in and stuck his long torso out the window

as Max spun the wheel in the direction of the front of the tent.Spartak, forced by the

cumbersome vehicle to make a sweeping turn, picked up speed as Max and Sammi rounded

the front of the tent on a collision course with the Russian. Gunfire erupted as Sammi

squeezed off rounds from the M16, the bullets bouncing harmlessly off the Humvee’s

armor.The major’s sweat-covered face was visible through the window while he attempted the

wide turn to escape. Max pushed the accelerator to the floor. “Sammi, jump!”The rebel

commander pushed the door open and leaped, robes flying, and rolled when he hit the sand.

The front cattle guard of Max’s Humvee plowed into the side of Spartak’s truck with a grating of

metal on metal, lifting Spartak’s Humvee onto two wheels. The force of the collision hurled Max

into the steering wheel, sending blinding pain through his body.Through the burning agony, he

kept the accelerator down, his truck’s wheels digging into the sand and straining against

Spartak’s vehicle, keeping it pinned so two tires were just off the ground.With his rifle in one

hand, Sammi ran to the driver’s side of Spartak’s truck and wrenched the door open. He

grabbed Spartak by the shirt collar and yanked him from the vehicle and jammed the M16’s

muzzle into his chest.They left Spartak facedown on the sandy floor of the tent, his ankles and

wrists secured behind him by duct tape—the only thing available—while Sammi searched the

other tents and Max tended to Spencer. Using a packet of smelling salts he found among the

major’s possessions, Max brought Spencer around. The former CIA black-ops agent blinked

his eyes open and shook his head before permitting himself to be led to a chair.“Guess we’re

even now,” Spencer mumbled, the characteristic brightness in his eyes slowly returning.Max

placed Spartak’s pistol in Spencer’s hand. “Not even close, my friend. Shoot him if he even

blinks wrong.”It took a few minutes for Max to find his shirt along with his rifle, pistol, combat

knife, pack, and other gear in a corner of the tent. After shrugging into the T-shirt, his ribs

protesting, he stuck his phone in a pocket and shoved his knife into his waistband. He



rummaged in his pack and grabbed a plastic baggie of heavy-duty painkillers, dropped two in

his mouth, and swallowed them dry.Sammi stuck his head into the tent. “Clear. No one else

around. Tents are empty. Six dead guys.”Max squatted next to Spartak’s prone body. “Search

the vehicles and bring me a tool kit.” Where was Dedov? Waiting out in the desert somewhere

or halfway to Ankara? “Stay vigilant. Dedov might still be around.”“Aye, captain.” Sammi ducked

back out into the morning sunshine.With Spencer’s help, Max heaved Spartak into a chair,

where he used more of the duct tape to secure his captive. The major’s face was swollen and

puffy, and the butterfly bandage hung loose. Sand and grit clung to blood-covered abrasions on

his cheek and neck.Max crossed his arms and studied his prisoner. Spartak was the number

five man on what was known in intelligence circles as the consortium, a shadowy group of

twelve men who controlled the oil and natural gas production of the Russian Federation and

much of the black market in the former Eastern Bloc countries. Spartak, known as a fearsome

warrior and a tough-as-nails special operations commando, glared at Max. Can’t let my guard

down.He strolled behind his prisoner, whose arms flexed and moved to loosen the tape around

his wrists. “Don’t bother, Spartak. You so much as flinch and my friend there will shoot you full

of holes.”The captive kept flexing his arms.“Fine. Your funeral.” Max walked around to look

Spartak in the eye. “Back when I was with the KGB, one of the captains in the Second

Directorate led a long and detailed study of interrogation and torture techniques. It took him

four years, and when it was done they named it the Chernov report, after the guy who wrote it.

Are you familiar with it?”Spartak scowled.Max dug in his pocket and fingered the bag of pills.

“I’m not surprised. The report was buried. Probably didn’t make it to the Spetsnaz. Chernov’s

assertions were so controversial that the KGB didn’t want its conclusions made known to the

KGB general population.”The tent door banged open as Sammi entered carrying a large roll of

oil-stained canvas along with a leather shoulder bag. He tossed the canvas roll at Max, who

caught it and dropped it onto the ground before unrolling it on the sand to display a row of

tarnished and grime-caked tools.“You know what the summary of the report was,

Spartak?”Sammi dropped the leather shoulder bag at Spencer’s feet and nudged Spartak’s

chin with the barrel of his rifle. “The man is speaking to you, ya kalb.”Spartak’s eyes flicked to

the leather bag.Max stooped and selected a tool from the canvas roll on the ground. “Right.

How could you know? Like I said, the report was buried.”He stepped in front of Spartak, his

arms crossed, the tool cupped in his hand, hidden. “The report looked at dozens of

interrogation and torture techniques, including the Reid technique, water boarding, pain,

solitary, and all kinds of drugs. The normal stuff. He reviewed thousands of cases across all

thirteen of the Soviet states. You know what he found was the single most effective method of

gaining information?”The major drew back and spat a wad of blood-laced phlegm at Max, who

shifted fast enough so the mucus struck his arm.With a flash of a dirty red thawb, Sammi

crushed the butt of his rifle into the major’s jaw, pitching the former soldier onto his side, where

he landed with a thud.Max helped Sammi yank Spartak upright. “Check the tape. I think he’s

working the old stretch-the-duct-tape trick.”While Sammi wound a few more strands of tape

around Spartak’s wrists, Max showed his prisoner the screwdriver. To his credit, Spartak’s

expression remained steady.By now, the hydrocodone had taken the edge off the pain in Max’s

rib cage. “As I was saying. Do you know what Chernov found to be the most effective technique

for obtaining information from captives?”Fresh blood flowed from the wound on Spartak’s

temple, but the fire in his eyes remained.Max hurled the screwdriver into the sand, where it

landed pointed end down, handle sticking up. “Rapport.”This time, Spartak’s eyes

flickered.“That’s right. We were all surprised too. Put the subject into a comfortable setting. Use

respect and relationship-building techniques to build empathy. Pretend to be a friend. Make



them think there’s a chance. Allow them to regain their self-respect. The report said that

physical or psychological torture is ineffective because the subject will say anything to make

the pain stop. Makes the results unreliable.”Max withdrew the tactical knife from his waistband.

Its silver edge caught the sun shining into the open side of the tent. The hilt was covered in

well-worn leather, and a thong loop was attached to the end of the handle. Spartak’s eyes

tracked the knife as Max spun it in his hand. “You can imagine why the KGB leadership wanted

that report buried.”“Too humane.” Spartak choked on the words.In a flash, Max used all his

weight to drive the knife deep into Spartak’s thigh.The major screamed and heaved against his

bindings as his wide-open eyes stared at the knife hilt sticking from his leg. A sheen of sweat

appeared on his brow while his screams died away.Max grabbed Spartak’s chin and held him

steady. “Wrong. Too slow.” Max let go of his captive’s chin and pushed gently on the knife hilt,

eliciting another round of screams. “What do you think?”Spartak growled through clenched

teeth. “Go fuck yourself, Asimov.”As Max yanked the knife from Spartak’s thigh, the major

ground his teeth against the pain. Max wiped the blade on his captive’s shoulder. “Let’s begin

with an easy one. Why are you selling weapons to Victor Dedov?”Spartak stayed

silent.Spencer’s feeble voice sounded behind him. “Take a look at this.”The leather bag was

open at Spencer’s feet, its contents spread on the sand. Stacks of US one hundred dollar bills

lay next to a semiautomatic pistol, a tactical knife, a bottle of pills, and a sheaf of papers bound

with a binder clip. The papers were dog-eared and covered with scribbles in blue and red

ink.Max picked up the bundle of papers and thumbed through a long list of weapons, colorful

brochures, and schematics for various weapons systems along with bills of lading and invoices.

A set of ledger pages with a list of entries written in Cyrillic followed by numbers was at the

back of the stack. “What d’ya got here?”Spartak scrunched up his face. “Fuck off.”Spencer’s

voice again. “Something else. Hidden in an inside pocket.”Spencer tossed him a black box-

shaped device made from metal about the size of a cigarette pack, except thinner. Max flipped

it over. The back was smooth with no markings. Along one narrow side was a USB port.

Another side held a button set flush into the box’s side. When he pushed the button, the front of

the device lit to display a number pad and a field asking for a PIN. He held it up.Spartak’s face

went slack. “Where’d you get that?”“It was in the case.”Spartak’s voice raised an octave.

“Impossible.”Max grinned. “Not yours?”His captive’s face hardened.Max waved it in the air.

“What is it?”Spartak shrugged. “Never seen it before.”“What’s the PIN?”Scowling, the major

struggled against the tape binding his wrists. “We’re both being set up, Asimov. I tell you I’ve

never seen that thing before. Someone planted it in my bag.”“Explain.”Spartak stared at a point

on the far side of the tent.Max twirled the knife until it rested in his hand in a reverse grip, with

the blade close to his little finger. “We can do this a couple of ways. We can stuff you in the

Humvee and take you to one of Sammi’s safe houses in Mosul where we can spend a few

weeks building rapport. Or we can stay here while I use the old method.”As he said the word

method, Max drove the knife into Spartak’s left thigh and braced for the howls of pain.The

major sat frozen, his head still and his jaw clenched, while his eyes roamed the ceiling of the

tent before his body went slack and his head slumped, his chin falling to his chest.Max shook

Spartak’s shoulder. “What the hell?”Spencer walked over, put his fingers on the man’s neck,

and shook his head.“He’s dead.”FiveAras Valley in Turkey Near the Armenian Border“His heart

gave out. The sudden shock was too much.”After cutting the major’s hands free, Spencer

grabbed a wrist and held it before letting it flop back to his lap. “Nothing. No pulse.” He

snatched the pill bottle and dumped the contents in his hand. “Beta blockers. Used to treat

systolic heart failure. There’s also a few nitroglycerins for angina. This guy was a walking time

bomb.”Max yanked the knife from Spartak’s thigh and wiped the blood on the dead man’s shirt



before stalking out of the tent into the stifling heat. Another falcon flew lazy circles against the

azure-blue sky. The elegant creature floated on an air current before disappearing over the

rocky ridge. Otherwise, the desert was still.He kicked a Humvee tire, banged his hand on the

hood, and squatted in the sand so the sun warmed his back. Spencer walked out of the tent

followed by Sammi. The CIA man crossed his arms and studied the ground while the Iraqi

inspected the remaining Humvee.Spencer leaned on the Humvee’s grill, his arms still crossed.

“At least that’s two consortium members dead.”Max grabbed a handful of pebbles and tossed

them into the sand one by one. “We lost an opportunity to learn some valuable intel. Like what

was Victor Dedov doing here?”“True.” Spencer nodded once. “But you planned to kill him

anyway.”Casting away the remaining pebbles, Max stood. “We only get so many

opportunities.”“I’m sorry I didn’t look at the bottle.” Spencer kicked the sand. “I might have been

able to warn you.”Max punched Spencer lightly in the shoulder. “My fault. I got carried

away.”“Help me with these crates,” Sammi called from behind the Humvee.Spencer ambled

over to help Sammi load the crates of weapons into the back of the Humvee.Squatting, Max

stared into the dim interior of the tent while going over the past month. Goshawk’s discovery of

the intel indicating where and when the weapons sale would take place. The time of the deal in

GMT, the location in GPS coordinates, the number of vehicles, and even the count of Spartak’s

men. Funny, the dossier didn’t mention Dedov or specifics on his soldiers. Was this a setup by

Dedov to capture Max, kill Spartak, and make off with the weapons? That complex of an

operation was not beyond Dedov’s abilities. When Max failed to kill Spartak and was instead

captured, the former KGB director disappeared.He stood too fast, fought off a wave of

dizziness, and removed the small metal box from his pocket. And what about this thing? Was

Spartak feigning surprise? Or is it part of the setup?Behind him, a diesel engine started.

Sammi yelled and pounded the side of the Humvee. “We should go.”The Iraqi was right. The

longer they stayed, the more they invited unwanted attention from a wandering band of ISIS

fighters, a Kurdish patrol, or Dedov’s men coming back to claim the weapons. As his adrenaline

faded, the pain in his ribs surged. He surveyed the partially destroyed tent and the two wrecked

Humvees. A gaping hole stood in the side of the tent where the Humvee drove through, and

flies hovered over the soldiers’ bodies. His eyes roved over the encampment.Something was

off.It didn’t add up. Sure, Sammi was an effective fighter, but could he take out four highly

trained soldiers with a single rifle?A door creaked as Spencer climbed into the rear of the

Humvee. Sammi had his elbow out the window and watched him with a curious grin. He should

get into the vehicle and make for the Iraqi border. Instead, Max walked into the tent and let his

eyes grow accustomed to the murk.The former Russian major sat slumped in the chair where

he died, a swarm of flies buzzing around the wounds in his thighs. Two dead soldiers lay where

they were shot, one by the big .50 caliber gun, the other by Max’s rifle. He approached one of

the soldiers and rifled through his pockets but found only a plastic lighter and cigarettes. He

tapped one out, lit it with the lighter, and inhaled the strong Turkish smoke.The taste reminded

him of his father, who favored the short but heavy Turkish cigarettes. He smiled at the memory

of his father standing in the backyard of their gated estate west of Minsk and talking on his

mobile phone in a hushed voice while cradling one of the smokes in his fingers. His father wore

the cigarette in his hand like an accessory. Despite the constant smoking, his father’s health

never suffered. Andrei Asimov could run for miles in heavy boots through the tundra before

putting a bullet through a man’s forehead at eight hundred meters, earning him the nickname

the Bear. Max shrugged off the melancholy, knowing that he would never see his father again,

and flicked ash into the sand while looking around the tent.Thanks for leaving me with this

mess, Papa.Another glance around the tent, but the niggling sensation in the back of his neck



didn’t go away. What the hell had happened here?He exited the tent into the sunshine and

examined the bodies of the dead, gray-uniformed soldiers sprawled around the vehicles. Two

lay in pools of sandy blood with their chests torn apart by small caliber fire from Sammi’s

M16.The other two dead soldiers lay on their backs where they crumpled halfway between the

tent and the line of Humvees. Max squatted and flicked ash into the sand.One man’s head was

shorn off at the neck. The second man’s face was intact, but the top of his skull was a ragged

mess. The two wounds bore the signature of a large caliber sniper rifle, not the smaller M16.

What the hell?Rising to his feet, Max banged on the hood of the Humvee. “Sammi, how many

guards did you kill outside the tent?”The Iraqi revved the engine. “Two? Three? Four? Don’t

know. Bogeys for real this time. Let’s beat feet.”Rotors thumped in the distance. It was a sound

that brought either fear or hope to any soldier—the fear of an approaching enemy or the hope

of swift rescue. These weren’t rescue birds.He took a last drag on the cigarette and dropped

the butt into the sand. While he ground it out with the toe of his boot, he gazed around at the

surrounding desert.Was it possible?A buzzard, her dull orange plumage ruffling in the breeze,

circled lazily in the blue sky above a far-off ridge. Max scanned the ridge line for glints of light

or telltale movements among the scrub but saw nothing.“Damn it, Max. Time to go.” Spencer’s

voice was urgent.He let his eyes linger over the landscape for a few more beats before yanking

open the front passenger door and jumping in. He didn’t stop scanning the surrounding desert

scrub until their Humvee crested a hill and the cluster of tents disappeared. As he settled in for

the long ride and wondered who the sniper might be, he remembered one of his father’s

favorite quotes.All things are possible, son, until they are proven impossible.Max clutched

Spartak’s leather bag between his feet and gripped the plastic stock of an AK-74. The Humvee

bounced and careened over the rutted dirt track, and they left the valley behind and sped south

in the direction of a Kurdish encampment, where Sammi’s friends would usher them farther

south and across the border into Iraq.As he watched the arid landscape fly by the window, he

thought of Kate Shaw, the woman who rescued him from Belarus and welcomed him into the

protection of the CIA, only to herself be pushed aside by a CIA director with her own agenda.

After Kate risked her career and livelihood to help Max in his fight against the consortium, she

was arrested and incarcerated by that same CIA director, a woman named Piper Montgomery.

Now Max was once again on his own, without help from an agency. It’s better this way.Max

shouted at Spencer to make himself heard over the Humvee’s drone. “Any word on

Kate?”Lines of pain were etched on the older man’s face behind the scraggly white beard and

blazing brown eyes as he gazed at the passing landscape. He shook his head.Spencer, who

spent years under Kate’s command, had watched as she was taken prisoner by a band of blue-

suited government-issued men after she was ambushed by her former boss, Bill Blackwood.

Spencer shouted to be heard over the Humvee’s rumble. “Now that another consortium target

is in the ground, what’s next?”Max guessed what was really on his friend’s mind. The idea of

finding and rescuing Kate was troubling. He owed Kate Shaw a debt, and he had grown fond of

the stoic and resolute woman in the short time they had known each other. The idea of her

shackled in a stockade, eating prison food, and subjected to horrific interrogation made him

nauseous. Where are you, Kate?He also worried about his ten-year-old nephew, Alex, and his

sister, Arina, and the home in Switzerland where they were confined, surrounded by dozens of

guards, virtual prisoners themselves, their lives in constant danger. How can I look for Kate

when my own flesh and blood is in constant and mortal danger? “Goshawk has intel on

number six. Guy by the name of Leonid Petrov. Russian oligarch involved in some shady oil

deals. I’m heading to her place to start the planning.”As they bounced south, and the relentless

sun beat down on them, Max ignored the slow burn of Spencer’s glare on the back of his neck.
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Douglas Corneil, “Max Asimov's search for the truth continues.... This is the next in a series of

Jack Arbor's efforts as he imagines Max Asimov's search for the truth about his family and how

his once being a member of the Soviet KGB continues to cast of a dark shadow over his life.

This is an excellent spy story/conspiracy novel at it's very best: lots of action, twists and turns

in the plot, and more questions than answers as Max deals with duplicity on the part of the

American CIA and Britain's MI-6, as well as unidentified enemies and mysterious allies whose

separate agendas are unclear. He still has to care for his sister and nephew who are hiding for

their own safety while Max dodges bullets and betrayal on all sides! This latest novel is truly

outstanding and I give it a full 5-star rating without reservation.”

Rachel Austin, “Read all the books. I received an advanced copy of this book and promised an

honest review. I love this book as much or more than the previous three books. I love spy/

conspiracy-thriller type books. I couldn’t put this one down. To me, there wasn’t a slow moment

in this book. I read it in 2 days.I love the complexity and mystery of Max. There are so many

twists and turns so it’s very hard to put down. Naturally it ended with an infuriating cliff hanger. I

can’t wait for the next book. Also, I really appreciate all the amazing communication of the

author. It’s awesome to email him and get an answer!”

Inwisconsin, “Read books 1 through 3 - you will not be able to put them down same as book 4.

Jack Arbor has become one of my favorite authors. He is among the best spy/thriller writers

out there. I found his first book by accident and finished it in 2 days and went looking for more

written by him. Books 2, 3 and now 4 are all great and have kept me up reading late into the

night as I could not put the books down. I am anxiously awaiting the next installment of Max

Austin. Jack's books are easy to read with lots of twists and turns to the plot and move along

quickly.  I highly recommend all the Max Austin books to anyone who likes thrillers/espionage”

Pamela, “Brilliant. I don't know where Jack came from but what a writer. This is the most

recent of his Max Austin series and I am salivating for the next in the series. The plot is terrific

- and still not played out - and the characters are compelling. Who the hell is Kira and how

does she know....nope, nevermind, you have to read it. I will say this. The people who think

the Deep State is a myth need to read this. I suspect much of this series is a way of presenting

what we are facing now in a way we can accept it. The intelligence services are given more

credit than they probably deserve in real life and I'm not really sorry Callum's office got burned

to the ground, he deserved it, the schmuck. Also, there is no such thing as 'enough ammo'.



Thanks, Jack.”

Text Trekker, “On The Road Again.... I enjoy fast paced novels that cover lots of geography

with twist and turns. I have read the previous Max Austin books but this is my first review. The

rating not only shows how much I enjoyed the book but also should alert other readers of spy

thrillers that this a good book to pick up. The writing is crisp which means to me that there is

enough description to advance the story line but does not include extraneous details that bog

down the story. In the age of typos getting through the editing stage I have not found one which

indicates that the book is thoroughly proofread and edited. It is a minor point but one I found

interesting. I will start the next book today!”

BC27, “Finding Kate. As the author states we, the readers, ended closure on the Kate thread,

thanks Jack. Love the exciting prose, the action and the surprise twists and turns. That said,

the Chinese agent working both sides seems like a stretch, like introducing a whole new

character to the mix late in the game. Then I learn their will be two more books so am

imagining a backstory other than the orphan angle will surface. Each book so far I have

finished in one sitting so ‘job well done’ you certainly hooked me!”

Edward, “Jack Arbor is the best !. I used to be in the business 100 years ago, so I read this

genre as if my life depended on it. I tell you Jack is the best. The hero is unique, the supporting

cast, good guys and bad, men and women, never disappoint. The plots are believable, just.

The weaponry, the comms, the locales, the history is all spot on. I’ve read all four, so far; and

every now and then (I read critically though i’m in a hurry) I find a sentence I think is

unnecessary, a sentence mind you. The paragraphs, the pages, the chapters, the operations

all roll seamlessly and speedily until we run out of book. I’m looking for his fifth.”

JACKIE SEBASTIAN, “CAPTIVATING SERIES. THIS SERIES LITERALLY WAS SO FAST

PACED AND SPELLBINDING. I LITERALLY COULD NOT PUT THE BOOKS ASIDE. THE

SUSPENSE LITERALLY HAD YOU SITTING ON THE EDGE OF YOUR SEAT. IAN

FLEMING'S BOND SERIES WASN'T NEARLY AS GOOD AS JACK ARBOR'S MAX AUSTIN

SERIES. THERE WERE MORE TWISTS AND TURNS THAN A WEST VIRGINIA MOUNTAIN

BACK ROAD. I READ ONE BOOK AFTER ANOTHER UNTIL I FINISHED THE PREQUEL

AND 1ST 4 BOOKS IN THE SERIES. ACCORDING TO JACK'S NOTES AT THE END OF

BOOK #4 THAT THE ABYSS & ENDGAME, MAX SHOULD HAVE ALREADY BEEN

RELEASED BUT I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND THEM. THE CHARACTERS ARE SO

ENDEARING. YOU SHOULD NOT END HIS SERIES, BUT CREATE NEW MISSIONS FOR

EACH OF THE ENDEARING TEAM MEMBERS. I HAVE FALLEN IN LOVE WITH ALL OF

THE CHARACTERS. I WOULD LIKE THE CHARACTERS TO APPEAR IN SUBSEQUENT

BOOKS.”

Carol, “Cannot wait for #5.. Another great read. Now I have to wait to find out what happens

next with Max and his family and friends.”

Jamie Dickey, “Dark and paranoid atmosphere. In the fourth installment of The Russian

Assassin series, we learn more about the consortium, and discover it is a sub-group of a larger

clandestine structure, the very fabric of the mysterious Iron Curtain. Two parts of this story

make it better than the others. First, the climax near the end with Ivanov is unexpected and hits

the reader unawares. Second, as Kate reveals part of what the spymaster Andrei Asimov



inserted in her mind, we begin to realize how devious and cunning the old-world Soviets were,

and believe such cultural traditions and political structures are still in place, hidden to the

oblivious majority, who are fed disinformation and propaganda as truth in their daily media

gruel. The key parts of the book are reminiscent of the dark, secretive & paranoid atmosphere

of the old Soviet world found in Scott Mariani's 'The Moscow Cipher.'Note: Where reality

separates from fictional fantasy: If Max gets any more shots to the head, he is going to be brain

damaged and will lose his pretty boy face. Getting thrashed in the face with a metal pistol is

treated as an 'everyday' kind of scraping in Max's world in which there is a cavalier attitude

towards the physical abuse he endures, but in real life, he would not magically recover so

quickly and easily.”

Ebook Tops Reader Rhonda, “All action and suspense!. Really enjoyed the further

adventures of Max the Russian Assassin. The author is a brilliant writer and his excellent

prose keeps up the interest and anticipation. Great work Jack,HIGHLYThoroughly enjoyed

thè further adventures of Max the Russian Assassin. The author is a brilliant writer and his

excellent prose keeps the interest and anticipation. Well done Jack.Highly recommended

to all who  enjoy good fiction.”

Anthony M Fussell, “The fourth book in the series just gets better !. I read the book via an

Advanced Reader Copy, and loved it ! It just gets better, and adds to the story of the first

three.Just when you think you've got it worked out, along comes something (sometimes small,

or at other times big) that just throws everything you thought you knew out the window.If you

loved the previous three, you've got to read this one !! You'll be begging for book 5 (just like I

am).”

K. A., “Excellent continuation for Max Austin. This month I sat down and reread all the

series..excitement continues through this entire series..The characters are interesting

mysteries in themselves and the story weaves many details about each one, leaving you to

need to read the next book!”

The book by Jack Arbor has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,039 people have provided feedback.
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